MAT 019 – Rapid Review Math
Instructor: Greg Severance
Office: JM250
Email: severangrege@jccmi.edu
Phone: (517)796-8489
MyMathTest Student Access Code:
Course Requirements
Attendance: You are required to attend each class session for its full duration and participate in all class activities.
Coursework: Practice exercises and quizzes will be completed online at the MyMathTest website. Your goal is to
earn the mastery points for each objective in the Study Pan. You can work on MyMathTest anywhere you have internet
access.
Using the Study Plan:
 For each objective, you can try the “Quiz Me” feature right away or you can work through the practice exercises first.
 If you try a Quiz Me first and don’t achieve an 80%, MyMathTest will require that you will work through the practice
exercises for that objective and then re-take the Quiz Me. You can repeat this process until you achieve an 80% on
the Quiz Me.
 You must achieve an 80% on the Quiz Me to earn the mastery points for that objective.
If you get stuck on a problem, help is available in MyMathTest.
 Help Me Solve This: This feature gives you step-by-step hints.
 View an Example: This features leads you through an example similar to the problem you are working on.
 Video/Animation: For some problems/topics there are videos or animations to view.
 Ask My Instructor: This feature emails your instructor the problem with any specific notes or questions you include.
Expect a 24-hour turn around during the week and longer on weekends.
Take JC Course Placement: You are required to re-take the course placement test during the last class session to
determine which class you should be enrolled in for the remainder of the semester. You will be assisted with changing your
course if you place up.
Determination of Your Final Grade: This is a pass-fail course. In order to earn a passing grade you must do the following:
1. Attend each class session for its full duration and participate in all class activities.
2. Re-take the JC course placement test on the last day of class.
3. Earn a minimum of 45 Mastery Points.
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